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The Low-Income Farmer
In a Changing Society

Frederick C. Fliegel
Associate Professor of Rural Sociology

Persistent low-income conditions in certain geographic areas have
been recognized and increasingly discussed in recent years. The cur-
rent national efforts to alleviate poverty and, more specifically, the
attention being given to the Appalachian region, reflect high public
concern about chronic low-income conditions (17). Current concern
is, however, only an extension and amplification of earlier concerns
and action programs, and has as its basis the stubborn persistence of
poverty despite concerted efforts to improve conditions. This report is
a direct outgrowth of one phase in this series of efforts to find a solu-
tion to chronic low-income conditions. It will describe a sample of
farm operators in a low-income county and summarize several related
analyses of this sample to the end of delineating what can be thought
of as the real core of low-income farmers. However, the primary con-
cern of the report is to raise questions about the basic nature of such
low-income farm people and the rural society in which they live.
Persistence of the low-income farm problem indicates a need for view-
ing these phenomena in a nonorthodox fashion. This report is intended
to indicate some of the directions which further inquiry might take to
provide the knowledge needed to understand the chronic failure of
some rural people to gain access to the main stream of modern in-
dustrial and commercial society.
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Background of the report
In 1955 the United States Department of Agriculture published

a report concerning low-income farmers which marks one in a series of
steps in the history of public policy with respect to rural people (24).
The report, entitled "Development of Agriculture's Human Resources,"
represents a departure from earlier thinking in that it made explicit a
recognition of a residual element in the nation's farm population which
was not sharing in the great increases in productivity experienced by
the agricultural economy as a whole, and seemed unlikely to share in
such growth in the future. Repeated assessments of the entire agricul-
tural economy had revealed that some areas were consistently classified
as low in income, leading to the judgement that factors other than
routine market changes or technological developments were involved.
Specifically, it was at least implied that the human resourcesthe
people themselvesrepresented part of the low-income problem.

Emphasizing distinctions between low-income farmers and the
commercial farm population probably strengthened the position of
policy makers with respect to the commercial segment, and was part
of a substantial effort to establish special action programs tailored to
the problems of the low-income group. Pilot counties were selected
in several states, including Pennsylvania, to establish trial programs to
deal with the low-income problem. Research projects were also
initiated in conjunction with some of the pilot action programs, to
specify local problems in concrete terms and to gather information
relevant to possible problem solutions ( 1, 14, 15, 16).

The present document is a summary report on one of the research
projects undertaken in Fayette County, a low-income pilot area in
Pennsylvania. Several shorter reports have been published on the
work in this county (3, 4, 5). All stress the complexity of the low in-
come problem and the difficulty of embracing this broad problem area
in any single ameliorative aCtion program. Attempts at analyzing what
seemed to be distinct aspects of the low-income problem in this one
county led to the general and rather negative conclusion that even
those few aspects which could be studied in some detail did not fit
into the broader framework of concepts which social scientists have
conventionally used to assess rural society.

Most of the work of agricultural economists and rural sociologists
has been oriented to the dominant group in American agriculture, the
commercially successful or at least partially successful farmer, his
family, and his community. Consequently, when looking in detail at
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a sample of farm families who by current standards are classified as
"not successful," there arose the constant vague feeling that somehow
the behaviors and attitudes of these farm people could not be meaning-
fully described in terms of the concepts ordinarily used to deal with
rural problems. This is not to imply that the low-income farmer is
totally different from his commercially successful counterpart, but it is
intended to say that the low-income farmer tends to fall at the extreme
of many conventional measures applied to him, and that the summation
of these extreme positions does not make good sense, and does not
reasonably explain the observed complex of behavior.

The commercially successful farmer can be viewed as more or
less closely conforming to some explicit model of economically rational
behavior. Attempts to explain the behavior of the individual who
deviates substantially from such a model involve the researcher in ( at
least implicitly) setting up non-rational models which, if he draws on
the work in his field, tend to be miscellaneous collections of attributes
which do not account for the fact that the individual's behavior, while
not resulting in commercial success in agriculture, is apparently "rea-
sonable" from the point of view of that individual and is, in any case,
not simply random behavior. Thus, in the context of the present study,
some modification of existing conceptualizations of rural society
seemed to be necessary.

Research procedure
Fayette County, in southwestern Pennsylvania, borders West Vir-

ginia to the south. Because it is north of the Mason-Dixon line, it is
not ordinarily included in broader studies of the southeastern mountain
region. However, it shares many of the characteristics of this larger
area (C. ). Like much of the Appalachian region, the county was desig-
nated as a low-income area by the 1955 U.S.D.A. report (24). Its
basically modest soil resources and hilly terrain, plus the general
decline of employment in the coal industry, have contributed to what
is only the most recent chapter in a longer history of local economic
uncertainty. The severity of its economic distress sets Fayette County
apart from similar problem areas within Pennsylvania (8).

A random sample of noncontiguous townships was selected from
the County. In order to focus on the problems and prospects of that
part of the population dependent upon and actively engaged in agri-
culture, respondents within the sample townships were selected to ex-
clude farm operators mainly dependent on nonfarm income and rural
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residents with very small agricultural enterprises. In effect, this meant
selecting only those farm operators who fit the U.S. Census Bureau
definition of commercial farmers. The selection process yielded 189

individualsslightly less than one-fourth of all commercial farmers in
the County at the time the field work was done in 1957.

The Census classification of "commercial" includes many farm
operators whose actual contribution to commercial channels is very
small (23). Thus, even though some of the lowest-income farm resi-
dents were excluded from the sample, the average 1956 gross farm
income for those included was roughly $3,000low by any conven-
tional standards. Despite the low average, there was enough variation
around the average to permit comparisons between low and high ex-
tremes. These contrasts represent part of the analysis reported below.

The 189 sample farm operators were visited by trained inter-
viewers in June, 1957. In each case, the person who made most of the
farm decisionsthe actual farm operatorwas questioned, since much
of the information sought had to do with farming operations and farm
plans. The interviews usually lasted one hour, but some were longer
and others shorter.

Background information as to training, occupational history, and
present occupation of the various members of the farm family (in-
cluding children no longer living at home) was obtained. Background
information about the farm, including major changes in enterprises
and amount of land in past years and plans for such changes in years
ahead, was also obtained.

More-detailed information of the physical resources available to
the farm operator, especially the land, was desired but could not be
obtained with available research personnel and funds. Perhaps the
most serious shortcoming of the study is its focus on human resources
in absence of detailed information on physical resources. It has al-
ready been pointed out that Fayette County has, in general, basically
modest soil resources and problems of hilly terrain. Some agriculture
in the area, however, is quite competitive with that of more prosperous
areas. To what extent, within the county, are physical resources limit-
ing factors and to what extent are human resources limiting factors are
two sides of the same general question. This study deals directly with
only one side, howeverthe possible limitations in human resources.

The main part of the interview, dealing with how the respondent
was then running his farm operation, included detailed questions about
the use or failure to use available credit resources and a number of
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farm practices recommended for the area. The over-all purpose of
these questions was to gain some insight into the orientation of the
respondent to farming as an occupation and to his particular farm.
This report will go into some detail on what seem to be basic dif-
ferences in this respect: a tendency to maximize use of available re-
sources for productive purposes on the one hand, versus a tendency to
concentrate on the immediate situation and avoid use of resources not
available within the boundaries of the farm itself.

Much of the information obtained in the interview as a whole will
not be itemized in the following sections. The intent of this report is
to summarize and to integrate materials discussed in greater detail in
earlier reports (3, 4, 5), and to raise some basic questions which may
help point the way toward a more thorough understanding of the
problems of chronic poverty.

The Low-Income Farmer

The average farm in the sample is a dairy farm, often with a secondary
livestock or cash crop enterprise. It is not large by Pennsylvania
standards, but is nevertheless of substantial size. The median farm
acreage is 115, with 85 acres classified as suitable for the planting of
crops. Probably the relatively hilly terrain and relatively poor soil
resources are more important limiting factors than sheer farm size.

The operator of the average farm owns his /and. Almost three-
fourths of the sample farm operators owned all land they operate, and
all but 4 per cent owned at least part of their land. About half inherited
or had some family help in purchasing their farms. The average opera-
tor had been farming for 22 years, usually on the same farm. Less than
one-fourth had moved from one farm to another, and the average
operator was farming the same amount of land that he started with.
Farm size changed little in the typical two decades of farming ex-
perience, with only a modest tendency to add additional land.

The average farm operator was 51 years old in 1957. Sixteen per
cent were 65 years old or older, though still active in agriculture, and
only 7 per cent were 30 years of age or younger. This means simply
that the movement of young men into agriculture is relatively slow or
temporary, and that older men remain active in agriculture.

The average farm operator is married and has one to two children
living at home. Since he is past middle-age these children are ap-
proaching adulthood, but usually are not involved to any great extent
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in the farm enterprise. The typical farm firm is basically a one-man
operation with only occasional help from other family members or
from hired labor. It is not unusual for children or other family mem-
bers to be contributing to family income by way of off-farm work.
Half of the sample families reported some income from off-farm work,
but only one-fourth of the operators themselves were engaged in any
such work in the year prior to the survey. Thus, discounting those
families without children at home, a considerable proportion of
available family labor is at least partially oriented to nonfarm work.

The average sample farmer had, in addition to the one to two
still at home, one child no longer living at home. Of the children no
longer at home, one-third were living in another state and one-fifth
were living in another Pennsylvania county. This means that less than
half (47 per cent) of the children who had left the parental home were
still living in the home county at the time of the survey. Also of interest
in this respect is that only 17 per cent of the farm boys who had left
home were engaged in farming. The younger generation thus gives
evidence of considerable mobility, both geographic and occupational,
in contrast to the stable farm situation of its parents.

Age and low income
The relatively high average age among sample farm operators is

not unusual in low-income farm areas. This is an aspect of this type of
situation that needs special attention. In so far as there is a generalized
low-income farm problem, it is suggested here that it can only be
described as a problem of insufficient income, leaving the question of
a standard of sufficiency and the cause or causes of any insufficiency
quite open. In dealing with broad population categories it is relatively
easy to sort out those families at the low end of an income distribution
and label this a problem category. Even a cursory analysis of the
problem category, however, reveals that the individuals or families so
classffied are of many different types. One of the sub-types which
regularly appears is a relatively high proportion of older people whose
needs for income are presumably quite different from those of younger
people, especially those with young children to support ( 10). In the
present case, 16 per cent of the sample farmers were aged 65 or over
and another 12 per cent were between 60 and 65. In total, more than
one of every four farmers in the sample were at or approaching re-
tirement age, and probably should be treated separately.

Little attention has been given to the income needs of this age
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group but there can be no question that, to the extent that higher in-
comes would be desirable, the means for providing them must be
different for this age group as compared with younger people. Ex-
pansion of a farm enterprise, change in the type of occupation, or the
related problem of retraining all have little meaning for the older
person. Any action program directed to low-income farm people
will have to treat the older group separately if it is to have meaningful
impact.

From an analytical point of view, separate treatment is imperative.
If one admits the possibility of different income needs for older people,
the assessment of current performance must be differentiated as well.
As an example, a substantial proportion of older people in a given
population will affect the average income picture for that population.
If one assumes lower income needs for the older group, as seems
reasonable, their inclusion in the average tends to distort the total
picture. For this and other reasons the present analysis has for the
most part set aside the age-60-and-over group as a separate problem
category.

Physical handicaps
Separate classification and analysis of the low-income farmer who

is at or near retirement age involves a sorting process which may very
well be arbitrary, since age is not necessarily a good index of needs or
abilities, but the sorting process is at least simple. A second category
of low-income farmers which probably should be distinguished for
separate consideration is the physically handicapped, and here the
sorting process becomes much more difficult.

In this study the farm operator was asked whether he felt he had
a physical handicap which hindered him in his farm work. This is an
admittedly crude procedure ;or identifying handicaps, but may be of
some value nevertheless. Considering only those farm operators less
than 60 years of age, the following items give some idea of the nature
of the problem of physical handicaps: 7 per cent cited a crippling
handicap such as a missing limb; another 5 per cent mentioned fairly
severe handicaps such as hernia or a heart condition; and another 12
per cent listed assorted items such as arthritis, allergies, or the more-
vague "bad back" type of disability.

To what extent physical handicaps are a cause of low-income
cannot be determined from these data. The point is that actions to
improve income must contend with the problem of handicaps. A total
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of 24 per cent of those sample farmers under age 60 cite physical
handicaps. If one accepts the conservative estimate that perhar- 10 to
15 per cent of this age group is substantially handicapped, tr.:,:i, the
general point is established: in addition to a sizable proportion of
older farmers, the population of low-income farmers includes a
minority who are physically handicapped, and attempts to improve in-

comes in low-income areas must contend with that fact.
It may be that the incidence of handicaps is higher in Fayette

County than in other areas because of a history of some mining ex-
perience among many of the farmers. The relatively high rate of
crippling accidents in the mining industry is well known. On the other
hand, the County is comparable to other low-income farm areas in
that most farm units are not large enough to justify two or more
workers. The one-man farm enterprise requires a fairly high degree
of physical capability.

Expectations for the future
Later ia this report the possibility that some low-income farmers

may wish to move out of agriculture is discussed in more detail. Now,
however, the description of the average low-income farmer in Fayette
County will be concluded with a brief examination of his immediate
income expectations. The general impression of stability or even
stagnation is hard to avoid in assessing responses to particular ques-
tions regarding expectations. The average respondent reportod no
substantial change in family income in the 5 years preceding the
survey, and almost two-thirds expected income to remain stable or go
down in the immediate future.

Responses to another question support the absence of expecta-
tions that the income situation might improve. Eighty-three per cent
of the sample expressed the opinion that they themselves were doing
about as well as or better than most other farmers in the area. This
does not mean that sample farmers are fully satisfied with their re-
turns from agriculture, but it does imply that they consider current
performance to be acceptable. The best available yardstick ef per-
formance is the performance of one's peers, and only a minority of
the respondents perceive themselves as performing less well than their
peers. In part this response pattern is a function of sampling, in that
some of the smallest and least remunerative farms were excluded from
consideration, i.e. the sample was restricted to commercial farms. By
local standards, then, a rather high degree of satisfaction m lth existing
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circumstances might be expected. The difficulty is that by the stand-
ards of the larger society a problem situation exists, and local com-
placency is not consistent with efforts to solve the problem. The sub-
stantial divergence between local standards and those of the larger
society represents a serious obstacle to bringing about change.

In the next section of this report (pages 11 to 17) some pointed
questions are raised about farmers' aspirations and their plans for the
future. The general impression of stability is more narrowly specified
as probably applying to another sub-type of low-income fanner,
rather than to the group as a whole. A distinction is made between
what seem to be essentially commercial-farm oriented farm operators,
a second and similar category of commercially oriented men who are
presently farming but who are inclined toward nonfarm job alterna-
tives, and a third group who have no intention of leaving the farm
and can be described as having a subsistence orientation to agricul-
ture. It is this last group, the subsistence oriented, who give the
strongest impression of stability and who seem to fit least well into
current sociological conceptions of rural society (27). It is in this
connection that questions about the adequacy of these concepts are
raised.

%come Aspirations of Low-Income Farmers

From the viewpoint of the sociologist, usually one of the first questions
to be raised in the study of low-income people, farm or nonfarm, is
that of their orientation to income goals. In terms of the larger society
certain income levels are defined as undesirably low and currently this
value judgement is often coupled with some effort to raise these in-
comes. The establishing of economic opportunities is usually based
on the premise that the individual defined as low in income will take
some action to benefit from the opportunity. Past behavior patterns
are by definition less than adequate, since they failed to produce what
is judged to be sufficient income. Therefore, some change in behavior
patterns is called for.

The preceding statements, seemingly obvious, are presented at
some length beCause the implicit statement of a problem is often ob-
scured by adherence to the general proposition that everyone is
oriented to income goalsthat is "everyone wants to make money."
This proposition, while probably true, completely misses the point.
Quite simply, orientation to economic reward varies; some people are
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more strongly oriented than others in this direction. In the case of
low-income farmers, intensity of orientation to income goals becomes
particularly important because ameliorative programs in the past have
concentrated upon providing means to higher incomes, yet the prob-
lem has persisted. On purely empirical grounds then, if inadequate in-
come cannot be totally attributed to absence of means, the order of
priority assigned to income-improving programs merits explicit con-
sideration.

Up to this point, the definition of a maximally intense or exclusive
orientation to improvement of income, if such can be said to exist, has
been quite vague. The underlying notion is that "rational" action will
be directed to maximizing economic returns. The term "rational" is
defined as consisting of weighing alternative ends, means to those ends,
and the secondary consequences of choosing given means or ends, all
such weighing of alternatives being conducted with the objective of
maximizing economic gain (7).

Th s. intensity of a low-income fanner's orientation to income goals
is not easy to assess, because any given act may have meaning with
reference to a variety of goals. Acquiring a highly productive dairy
cow, for example, may involve a farmer's desire to provide for his
family. The economic implications of providing for the family are
obvious, but the possibility of a confounding between an economic
orientation and a noneconomic orientation to his family, such as trying
to encourage a son to become a farmer, also exists. It may be that
the farmer is actually most interested in the performance of his dairy
herd from the point of view of his neighbors' evaluation of that per-
formance. Acquisition of a productive animal again has direct economic
significance, but in this case is more meaningful in terms of local pres-
tige. Further areas of meaning might be listed, all relevant to the same
act and all involving an orientation to economic gain, but at the same
time illustrating the difficulty of drawing a clear line between an ab-
stract orientation to maximizing profits and a variety of related orien-
tations. In the present study an index of the level (intensity) of income
aspirations was devised. Hopefully, it avoids some of the complexities
of different meanings associated with the same concrete act.

Measuring income aspirations
It should be apparent from the preceding discussion that one

would not necessarily expect specific examples of human behavior to
conform completely to the model of economically rational action. The
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question becomes: to what extent will given individuals conform to or
deviate from the model of economic rationality, at least in those action
choices having apparent profit or loss implications?

Fayette County respondents were confronted with a statement
about making considerably more money than they were currently
making, then presented a series of possible blocks to choosing the
higher income alternative. The intent was to present an unambiguous
economic goalhigh incomeindependent of the means for achieving
that higher income. The sample farmers were then asked to respond
to those blocks that would prevent their choosing a higher income, and
were scored on the number of such blocks which would stop them
from making the hypothetical choice for higher income. It was assumed
that if none of the blocks stood in the way of the higher income choice,
the respondent showed a maximum of aspiration for higher income.
If, on the other hand, the person considered most or all of the
hypothetical blocks as reasons for not making the choice, his income
aspiration was assumed to be at a minimum. The complete question is
as follows ( 19) :

Suppose you were offered a chance to make a lot more money than you're
making now. Tell me whether these things would or would not stop you
from accepting this offer. Suppose that it involved:

1. Endangering your health.
2. Leaving your family for some time.
3. Moving around the country a lot (with your family).
4. Leaving your community.
5. Giving up your spare time.
6. Taking on more responsibility in decisions than you have now.
7. Changing to a different type of farming.
8. Changing to an occupation other than fanning.
9. Taking on a substantial debt.

10. Having a sale.

Three responses were possible for each item. These were (1)
"Would stop me," (2) "I'd be on the fence," and (3) "Would not
stop me." The last two responses were coded together as representing
a neutral position in contrast to the response indicating that the item
would stop the respondent from taking the opportunity. The percent-
age of respondents giving a neutral response on any given item ranged
from about 15 to almost 70 per cent.

Neutral and negative responses were arbitrarily given weights of
one and zero respectively, to combine the items into an index. The
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percentage of respondents neutral on a given item was plotted
against an index score based on the remaining nine items (3). Two
of the itemstaking on more responsibility and changing to a dif-
ferent type of farmingshowed a tendency to be erratic as measuring
devices. It is possible that the relative ambiguity of these items ac-
counts for the irregular response patterns. In any case, the measure
used in the analysis is based on the remaining eight items.

The index of income aspiration does not completely avoid the
possibility of a confounding between purely monetary and related
orientations. The several items were selected on the basis of a pre-
test and therefore assumed to be relevant to respondents. Items were
arranged into a sequence which left the nature of the hypothetical
chance to make more money as open at the outset as possible. Farmer
respondents could answer in terms of a variety of farm and nonfarm
occupational alternatives. Giving up farming was intentionally intro-
duced late in the series of items, but remains the most obvious con-
founding element. It should be noted that in some of the applications
of the index, where it seemed possible that the index might be directly
measuring a desire to leave farming, the item explicitly referring to
this possibility was dropped from the index and the particular tests
were repeated with no change in results. Thus, although the index
could undoubtedly be improved, it is used with considerable con-
fidence in this analysis as a measure of intensity of orientation to a
higher income level.

Income aspirations and farm versus nonfarm alternatives
The sample of farmers was questioned about returns from farm-

ing, plans for the farm enterprise, and involvement in nonfarm em-
ployment. Respondents were arranged from low to high on the index
of income aspiration. A cross-classification with the indicated factors
was then made to determine whether differences in level of aspiration
were associated with differences in performance and orientation. Re-
sults of the analysis are shown in detail in Table 1.

It was expected that relatively high levels of income aspiration
would be associated with relatively high levels of performance in
agriculture, but this was not the case. There was no indication among
respondents that higher income aspiration led to their adopting recom-
mended practices, or that higher income aspiration contributed to
greater contact with the Extension Service, a major source of informa-
tion about modern farm practices.
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The absence of any tendency for those highest in aspiration to
have higher contact with the Extension Service or to be more likely to
accept recommended farm practices is consistent with the lack of a
tendency for the same group to have plans for changes on their farms.
Respondents were asked to cite whatever plans they had for changes
on their farms in the ensuing 2 to 3 years. Specific questions were
asked about changes with respect to land, buildings, particular enter-
prises, and equipment. Farmers who planned to retire were excluded
from this phase of the analysis. Very few respondents mentioned
plans for land acquisition or disposal, therefore no analysis could be
made on this point. Substantial minorities did mention plans for
positive changes in their buildings and their various enterprises, but
the existence of such plans was not associated with scores on the index
of income aspiration. Finally, with respect to equipment, those highest
in income aspiration were significantly less likely to have positive plans
regarding farm equipment than were those low in aspiration.

Higher aspiration levels were associated with involvement in off-
farm employment and, as just mentioned, with a generally negative
orientation to agriculture. Respondents with higher income aspira-
tions were not more likely to have higher gross farm incomes or larger
farms. They were, however, significantly more likely to have received
some income from nonfarm sources in the year preceding the survey,
and they were also more likely to have received larger amounts of any
such incomes. Nonfarm work was the sole source of additional income
for over 70 per cent of the respondents reporting off-farm income,
therefore a positive relationship between relatively high income as-
piration and nonfarm employment seems to be indicated.

Looking at the reverse grouping, the fact that respondents rank-
ing low in income aspiration were more likely to be planning equip-
ment purchases implies both a desire to remain in agriculture and, in
at least a limited sense, an aggressive orientation to that future in agri-
culture. The existence of positive plans is a very minimal indication
of an aggressive approach to a given objective, and especially so in
this case since it is only with respect to equipment that the farmer
who is low in income aspiration is more likely to have made plans. The
implication is, nevertheless, that the respondent who ranks low in
income aspiration is oriented to agriculture, while bis high-ranking
counterpart tends to be oriented to nonfarm opportunities. The impli-
cation and- its importance to agriculture will be explored in greater
detail in the following section. For the moment it is sufficient to point
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TABLE 1. Summary of analysis with respect to income aspirations, with direction
of association indicated where apparent.°

Income aspiration and: Probability Dire;tion
(1) Size of farm business

Gross farm income .30
Number of crop acres .30

(2) Off-farm employment
Presence of off-farm income .05 +
Amount of off-farm income .05 -I-

(3) Orientation to agriculture
Adoption of practices f .30
Contact with Extension Service .20
Plans for farm: Buildings .30

Enterprises .50
Equipment .05

Plans to stay in farming .05
Farm life is best life .20
Would go into farming again .01

a CM-square was used for all tests with p = .05 as the critical level of significance. Direction
of association was determined by inspection.

f Measured by an index based on six crop and livestock practices recommended by the Agri-
cultural and Home Economics Extension Service of The Pennsylvania State University.

out (Table 1) that both aspects of the implication are supported by
the responses to direct questions about respondents' orientations to
agriculture. Farmers ranking low in income aspiration were signifi-
cantly more likely to plan to remain in agriculture, tended to agree
that farm life is the best life, and were significantly more likely to in-
dicate that they would go into farming again if such a choice could
be made.

The indicated association between relatively high levels of in-
come aspiration and orientation to nonfarm job opportunities is by
no means close. The several bits of evidence have been cited to
support the idea that efforts to improve the low income situation in
an area such as Fayette County require special attention for the farm
operator who is oriented toward nonfarm opportunities.

Recognition of this phenomenon does sometimes occur and is in
itself no panacea. In other words, perhaps the biggest single obstacle
to capitalizing on a nonfarm orientation, thereby helping to improve
the income situation of at least part of the low-income population by
encouraging nonfarm employment, is that nonfarm jobs are not always
plentiful. Fayette County has in recent years been distinguished by
an unemployment rate ranging around 25 per cent of the labor force.
Neighboring counties, including the industrial complex of Pittsburgh,
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have also suffered serious unemployment (8). Added to this are
certain nonfacilitating personal qualities of the respondents. The
average sample farmer had 8 years of formal education, somewhat
less than the national average. Only 8 per cent of the total had more
than a high school education and an equal proportion had 4 years of
formal schooling or less. In view of the relatively small proportion
with any high school training (38 per cent), it is not surprising that
the incidence of vocational training is low. Only 17 per cent of the
sample had some formal vocational training for nonagricultural jobs.
Coupled with the low level of general education, this means that alter-
native opportunities in nonagricultural pursuits would be limited.
While 81 per cent of the sample did have some nonfarm job experience,
most of this experience was in unskilled jobs and much of it was in
mining. The job market in the mining industry has been sharply cur-
tailed in recent decades and the demand for unskilled workers in many
industries has been declining, so one can infer that much of the non-
farm work experience has no practical relevance in terms of present
alternative job opportunities. In general, while 73 per cent of the
sample farm operators under 60 years of age intend to remain in agri-
culture, their alternatives would be quite limited if they did seek other
employment.

For purposes of this report the general point is not the assessment
of whether the Fayette County farmers with high income aspirations
might be aided in one way or another, but rather to point out that the
combination of relatively high income aspirations with a nonfarm
orientation everywhere constitutes a fairly distinct problem category
within the broad grouping of low-income farmers, a category which
needs to be recognized and dealt with separately if changes are to be
brought about.

Some Characteristics of Respondents
Who Intend to Continue as Farmers

To say that high income aspiration is associated with a nonfarm job
orientation is not to say that all of the sample members who intend to
continue farming are devoid of such aspirations. As previously indi-
cated, the association is not close. This section of the report is .re-
stricted to 96 respondentsthose who are under 60 years of age and
plan to continue farming. Some had high income aspirations, while
many had lower aspirations. In order to take a closer look at the prob-
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lems and prospects of those who intend to remain farmers, the re-
spondents were ranked on total family income and the distribution was
divided at the median into low and high income groups. For pur-
poses of analysis the top group in the income distribution was desig-
nated as commercially oriented, and the lower group as subsistence
oriented. The top group by definition tends towards the commercial
since farm sales are higher, and the reverse holds for the lower group.
Comparisons were then made between the two groups to determine
whether the respondents' actions and attitudes actually reflected com-
mercial or subsistence orientations to agriculture. In general the data
are consistent with the preliminary, arbitrary designation.

Some of the factors considered to be part of a subsistence farm-
ing orientation are extreme familism, avoidance of debt, low value
placed on formal education, and an emphasis placed on leisureall of
which can be viewed as obstacles to increasing income (13 ). The data
reported here do not provide the complete profile of value orientations
necessary to characterize a subsistence farming subculture. There is
sufficient information, however, to analyze two rather crucial cate-
gories of variables which are subsumed under the following proposi-
tions: those farm operators who are lowest in income (i) will tend
to be oriented to the present rather than the future, and (ii) will tend
to be passive with respect to the problems of mastering the environ-
ment in which they live ( 9). Higher-income respondents, in con-
trast, are expected to be less inclined to live on a day-to-day basis and
less inclined simply to endure a given lot in life. Planning and willing-
ness to try to control circumstances are both viewed, of course, as
important to achieving success in commercial agriculture.

Subsistence farmers as a distinct group
As indicated earlier (page 15 ), sample farm operators were asked

about plans for changes on their farms. Responses to these same ques-
tions were also used in this portion of the analysis. Almost all respond-
ents mentioned at least one project under considerationranging
from sheer maintenance (such as painting a barn) to complete re-
vision of the farming program. As expected, lower-income respondents
mentioned fewer plans for the future than those higher in income
(Table 2). Similarly, when those respondents aged 50 to 59 were
questioned about retirement plans, a much higher proportion of those
with higher incomes had made definite plans in this direction. In both
cases there was a significant relationship between family income and
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TABLE 2. Summary of comparisons between income groups.

% of respondents with
total family income

below median above median
( N=43) (N=53)

( 1) Plans for future:
Four or more changes planned

per cent

for farm 21 40
Definite retirement plans

( age 50-59 only) 30 64
( 2 ) Behaviors and attitudes relevant

to control of environment:
Borrowed to buy land 19 68
Used production credit 30 55
Favorable attitude toward credit 19 34
Above median in adoption of

farm practices 44 67
Favorable attitude toward science 47 77
Obtained farm information from

professional source in past year 26 49
Moved since starting to farm* 26 21
Favorable attitude toward moving* 24 28
Added cropland since starting to fannf 40 55

Difference not significant.
1 P <.10. Unless otherwise indicated all differences are significant at at least the 5 per cent

level by chi-square test.

the presence of plans for the future, thus supporting the first proposi-
tion that low-income respondents are oriented to the present. Dif-
ferences in propensity to project plans into the future, one might add,
are not a function of farm tenancy. Only two respondents in this sub-
sample were tenants, both were in the low-income group, but both
planned more farm changes than the sample average. Being under
age 50, they were not asked the question on retirement plans.

A variety of behavioral and attitudinal data was used to test the
second proposition. In general it was expected that low-income re-
spondents would be less likely to give evidence of behavior or atti-
tudes reflecting positive efforts to control existing circumstances. For
example, responses to questions about borrowing money for farm pur-
poses showed that less than one-third of the low-income group had
ever borrowed money to buy land or supplies and equipment to be
used in the production process (Table 2). The majority of the higher-
income respondents had at one time or another borrowed capital.

If low-income respondents have used credit less in the past, it
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should follow that they tend to reject the use of credit in the present.
It is noteworthy that the bulk of the entire sample expressed rather
conservative attitudes toward the use of credit. Nevertheless (Table
2), a larger proportion of the higher-income group expressed a favor-
able attitude toward credit use than was the case for the low-income
group. However, a further question as to whether a farmer could ex-
pect to succeed without using credit showed both income groups
taking the position that credit is necessary for success. Thus it seems
that these respondents, particularly the low-income group, recognize
a need for credit but are not necessarily willing to use it themselves.
Recognition of the need for credit is underscored by the fact that jack
of money was cited as the main obstacle for 52 per cent of the changes
in farm operation planned by the low-income group. Lack of capital
was advanced as a factor for 32 per cent of the improvements planned
by the higher-income group. In general the responses to questions
concerning credit lead to the conclusion that the low-income respond-
ents are less inclined to see credit as a useful adjunct to their own
farming efforts.

Adoption of recommended farm practices is another key means of
gaining greater control over existing circumstances. Income groups
were compared on an index of adoption of six currently recommended
practices. As expected, low-income respondents had adopted fewer
of the practices (Table 2). Low adoption implies a rejection of the
wealth of modern knowledge which is available to the farmer, an im-
plication which becomes even more clear when the data on informa-
tion sources and on attitude toward applying science to agriculture
are analyzed. Table 2 shows that low-income respondents were less
likely to agree that the scientific method could be useful to the farmer,
and were consistent in that they were also less likely to have obtained
information from the county agent and other professional information
sources during the year preceding the survey.

Finally, responses to several questions regarding geographical
mobility were analyzed. It was felt that, in addition to manipulating
existing resources by using the best available farming techniques,
there are undoubtedly situations in which moving to an entirely dif-
feren c farm or at least adding more land to a farm are expedient if
an optimum farming operation is to be achieved. The data on actual
movement from farm to farm and on attitude toward moving (Table
2) reveal AO differences between the income groups. The high-in-
come respondent is no more likely to have moved or be favorable to

f
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moving than one lower in income, but he is somewhat more likely to
have enlarged his farm by buying or renting additional cropland. It
is possible that moving to a different farm may not be a reasonable
alternative to a farmer in Fayette County in that better farms may not
be available. In any case relatively few respondents, regardless of
income, have used this approach to gaining greater control over cir-
cumstances.

These data show that low-income respondents are less likely to
project plans into the future and are less likely to utilize such key
means as credit and modern farming information and practices to
gain control over circumstances. No difference was found between
income groups with regard to movement from farm to farm. If the
low-income respondent is to improve his returns from agriculture, the
observed tendencies will represent serious obstacles. There are, of
course, other differences between the two groups. For example, the
low-income category averages 46 years of age, while those in the upper
group average 41 years. The important point, demonstrated in the
preceding analysis, is the relative absence of a commercial approach to
agriculture. At the very least, these findings mean that any sub-
stantial increase in income for the lower-income farmer who expects to
remain in agriculture will require some quite basic changes in atti-
tudes and values. This is the farm operator who most clearly demon-
strates the stability, the changelessness, which characterizes to some
extent the entire study population.

Farm operators who demonstrate a commercial approach to agri-
culture but have modest resources will undoubtedly face serious
problems in a rapidly changing agricultural economy. Their problems
will be minor, however, in comparison to the farmer with a subsistence
orientation. The traditional programs of the Extension Service and
other agencies are well designed to help the commercially oriented,
and this is a big advantage. On the other hand, these same programs
can have little meaning for or impact upon the farm operator who
lives on a day-to-day basis and is resigned to his fate. It is here con-
tended that the ratter categorythe subsistence oriented low-income
farmeris the least well understood of the complex of subgroups
within the general "low-income farmer" classification. Five such sub-
groups have been pointed out: the older age group, the physically
handicapped, the operator with relatively high but nonfarm income
aspirations, the commercial-farm oriented, and finally the subsistence
oriented.
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In the next section of the report some broader considerations are
introduced which may lead to a clearer understanding of the farmer
who apparently does not fit into a commercially oriented society. This
subgroup is stressed because of the implication that a subsistence
orientation is likely to perpetuate the low-income phenomenon. It is
the chronic nature of poverty that is being examined, not the tem-
porary stress situation.

Societal Change and Subsistence Agriculture

To the extent that a subsistence orientation to agriculture is a distinct
and identifiable phenomenon on the current rural scene it is possible
to think of the phenomenon as a carryover from the past. It is a fact
that the pioneer in much of rural America was primarily concerned
with deriving food, fiber, and shelter from his own farm and may or
may not have produced a modest surplus for sale, assuming that he
even had access to a market for his product. It is equally true that
many contemporary rural people who are classified as farmers by
various agencies and organizations market a quantity of product which
is quite small and in this respect are at least superficially comparable
to the pioneer.

The very fact that a contemporary low-production and low-in-
come farmer is thought of in problem terms implies one major dif-
ference between the subsistence farming pioneer and the subject of
current study. The pioneer may have been poor by modern standards,
but this was not a problem in the context of the times. Pioneer sub-
sistence farmers are not and were not in the past labelled as problem
cases for two related reasons. First, the subsistence farmer of the
past had skills appropriate to a level of living reasonably close to the
relatively low standard of an earlier time period; and second, the
American standard of living has risen sharply over time. Modem
subsistence-oriented farmers no longer have the food processing,
ciothing production, and other skills which permitted the pioneer to
live, and do not produce enough for the market to be able to buy the
goods and services needed for subsistence at a level even remotely ap-
proaching the higher modern standard of living.

Low production in a market economy is not the same as home
production of the necessities of life. From this point of view, the
farmer designated as subsistence-oriented in a contemporary low-
income agricultural setting cannot be viewed as a reflection of the
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past. From a broader point of view, however, it can be argued that
the long-term historical trend toward increased control over nature
and more complex division of labor (which permits a high living
standard) has produced casualties. Some individuals and groups have
been unwilling or unable to make the transition to contemporary forms
of social and economic organization. Some rural people, and some
urbanites as well, can be viewed as being in a transitional state be-
tween the old and the new, with many subsistence skills obviously
lost but apparently not replaced by abilities to earn enough in a more
specialized economy to permit buying the goods and services con-
sidered necessary. If this is the case, then it becomes quite important
to go beyond simply describing the abilities which are apparently
ktcking to an understanding of whatever abilities are present and
operative in contemporanj life. The possibility of some carry-over of
traditional attitudes and orientations is the most logical area for ex-
ploration and has led, in the present study, to some questions about
existing conceptions of traditional rural society.

Some weaknesses in broad social change theories
It is difficult to characterize social phenomena over time. We are

currently very conscious of change but have little concrete informa-
tion about any time period ( except the present) against which to
characterize whatever alterations have taken place. Perhaps the most
common device used to overcome this difficulty is to try to describe in
hypothetical terms two or more points in an assumed time sequence,
and then classify phenomena of interest in terms of resemblance to or
deviation from these points. This procedure overcomes ignorance
about the past only in the sense that it represents a first step in im-
posing at least a tentative order on the scattered information available.
Schemes to describe broad socio-economic change processes have beeri
advanced for generations and are still popular. An example is Rostow's
description of stages of economic growth (20).

Essential as it is to impose some order on the miscellaneous in-
form tion available about long-term change processes, the theories
of fJps or stages have little to offer in understanding why a given
group or society is at one stage rather than another, and how ad-
vancement from one stage to another can be brought about.

Substantial amounts of information about the rural society of the
present are available, especially those aspects which seem to be
consistent with changes in society as a whole. Most of the research
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efforts of agricultural economists and rural sociologists are devoted
to the commercial farmer and his problems. It cannot be said that
even the commercial-farm segment of contemporary rural society is
completely understood, but knowledge of the past is unquestionably
much less complete. Efforts to understand some aspects of the current
scene which may bear a resemblance to the past, such as the sub-
sistence-oriented farmer, are thus hampered.

One variant of the numerous sets of propositions about long-run
social change which has particularly influenced rural sociologists is
the gemeinschaft-gesellschaft typology utilized by Loomis and Beegle
(12). This typology does not posit steps or stages in the change proc-
ess but serves the same purpose by more or less clearly characterizing
the two temporal extremes of the same general change process. If
some point in the past and a second point in the present or future can
be specified in hypothetical terms, concrete information about particu-
lar societal phenomena can then be classified as falling at some point
between the two extremes.

For present purposes, the major problem involved in utilizing
either step theories or polar type theories of change stems directly
from the relative absence of data from any past time period. In a
situation in which our knowledge of the present is relatively com-
plete and our major purpose really is to explain in even greater detail
some current phenomenon, it is very tempting to hypothesize past
states and forms of relevant variables as essentially reverse images of
the variables as seen at the present. If one can characterize a current
state of affairs by the terms "X" and "Y," for example, the easiest, al-
though not necessarily the most useful, characterization of a prior
state would be "not X" and "not Y." Thus one can describe a tradi-
tional rural society as "not commercially oriented," a description which
offers no clue as to the orientations which were operative. Sub-
stituting the positive expression, "subsistence oriented," is a standard
procedure but is intellectually frustrating since there is often little
more than a verbal transformation involved.

The core of the difficulty, as here perceived, lies in the fact that
the term "commercial orientation" describes a central and dynamic
theme in contemporary society; the term helps to organize thinking
about, if not explain, the functioning of a society. In contrast, the
term "subsistence oriented" is a very truncated, minimal proposition
since it describes only the basic fact that man desires to maintain his
life; it does not begin to explain the dynamics of a society. It can be
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argued that traditional societies were in fact static, thus the quest for
an explanatory dynamic theme may be obviated. The assumption of a
prior static state is not consistent with fact, however, except in a
relative sense, and for that reason the absence of a dynamic, explana-
tory element in the term "subsistence orientation," cannot be tolerated.

Gemeinschaft and gesellschaft
Even though polar types or postulated steps involve certain prob-

lems in analyzing change over time, it does not mean that such schemes
should be abandoned. There is general agreement that coherent long
term changes have taken place and are reflected in such terms as
urbanization, industrialization, and recognition of the growing im-
portance of science. Exactly how the trend or trends can be charac-
terized remains problematical and is the subject of discussion here. The
gemeinschaft-gesellschaft typology is used to focus the discussion be-
cause it has considerable currency among rural sociologists, and not
because it is notably better or worse than a number of similar con-
ceptualizations.

That aspect of the gemeinschaft-gesellschaft typology which is of
greatest immediate concern is the manner in which incentives and
peoples' reactions to incentives are characterized. A gesellschaft type
of society, or group within a society, involves an emphasis on rational
action in the same sense in which that term has been used in earlier
sections of this report. One might say, in a farming context, that profit
is not only valued but that actions tend to be so oriented as to maximize
profit, with the result that personal rei...4.ionships tend to be structured
in terms of their relevance to commercIa: objectives. In the older,
gemeinschaft type of society, on the other hand, economic gain may
be valued but human actions are not necessarily so oriented as to
maximize profits and human relationships tend to be valued as ends
in themselves (12). The implication, although not always clear, is that
a major incentive in traditional societies is the establishment and
maintenance of rewarding human relationships, and that this type of
incentive has been at least partially replaced in modern times by a
desire for gain, with a consequent subjugation or restructuring of
human relationships in terms of material ends.

The general idea that traditional human society was charac-
terized by a relatively high emphasis on human relationships as ends
in themselves is a very old and a widely shared idea. Another way
of expressing the same idea is to single out the emotional, or affective,
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aspect of human ties as against the rational or instrumental. This re-
port cannot document in detail the many forms which the idea has
taken and its current popularity. Suffice it to say that the theme of a
past state in which affective ties were of primary importance is a re-
current theme in religious thought over the ages, is of major im-
portance in the writings of social philosophers in recent centuries, and
is a dominant theme in descriptions of American rural society of even
a few decades ago. James Mickel Williams, for example, in writing
about the rural society from which he stemmed, repeatedly uses such
terms as generosity, helpfulness, neighborliness, friendliness, and so
on, to contrast traditional rural society with the impersonality of life
in the growing urban centers (26).

To what extent is it accurate to describe traditional rural society
in terms of human relationships as ends in themselves? This is ob-
viously a difficult question, in view of the dearth of concrete informa-
tion about the past. For present purposes the accuracy and therefore
the utility of emphasis on relationships as ends in themselves is ques-
tioned on two points. First, the explicit emphasis on affective ties
often involves an implicit emphasis on positive affect to the exclusion
of negative affect and conflict. Unless there were grounds for assum-
ing a change in human nature over time it does not seem reasonable
to characterize traditional societies as involving friends and good
neighbors but not enemies, solid kin groups but no feuds, and so on.
And second, modern sociology is full of assorted "rediscoveries" of
the primary group (in which affective ties are of major importance) in
urban neighborhoods, the extended family in suburbia, and the closely
knit work group in the bureaucratic factory, leading to a general
suspicion that the line between traditional and contemporary forms
of social organization has been overdrawn.

The gemeinschaft and conflict
It is quite striking that reports on the traditional rural com-

munity make very little mention of friction, competitive behavior, or
open conflict of any kind. A rather idyllic picture is usually presented,
featuring people who at least tolerate one another, who generously
give food and shelter to anyone who asks, and who lead simple and
peaceful lives. Sharp dealings and interpersonal conflict may also be
reported but tend to be treated as aberrations, becoming integral as-
pects of human society only with the emergence of urban, gesellschaft-
like society. The net result is a characterization of traditional rural
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society as relatively devoid of any incentives which might lead to
differentiation among people. The same question which was raised
with respect to the contemporary subsistence-oriented farmer is
raised here at a more general level. If financial incentives do not
seem to be important, then what is it that incites people to take action?
Or is it a fact that traditional society was devoid of all but minimal
biological incentives and thus undifferentiated and static?

Without data, the truth or falsity of the idyllic characterization of
rural society of the past cannot be established. It is here assumed
that the stress on friendship and peacefulness may be inaccurate;
several explanations are offered for the emergence of such a view and,
in a later section, an alternative explanation is presented.

With (pecific reference to the gemeinschaft concept, it is quite
possible that conflict is underemphasized for the simple reason that
F. Toennies, who originated the gemeinschaft-gesellschaft typology,
explicitly omitted conflict from consideration ( 22). He did not per-
sonally approve of conflict and chose to ignore it, a position which has
particular relevance for his conception of the gemeinschaft because
the impersonality of human relationships at the opposite extreme, in
the gesellschaft, at least implicitly permits interpersonal conflict to be
considered. Toennies' failure to include conflict in his stock of socio-
logical concepts can hardly explain a subsequent failure to either
reject the typology he proposed or at least to modify it in this respect.
In any case, the gemeinschaft-gesellschaft typology is only one of a
variety of similar analytical devices which tend to be equally oblivious
of conflict, especially when referring to society at some earlier time.

Loomis' English translation of Toennies' work was published in
1940 and at that time many sociologists were preoccupied with the
growth of the metropolis, the absorption of immigrants into the
American city, the phenomenon of the slum, and so on. The balance
between rural and urban segments of the population was quickly
swinging toward the urban and efforts were made to explain the new
phenomenonthe metropolisalong with the passing of the old
rural way of life. Concern over the problematic aspects of urban
growth led to an overstatement of the supposedly unique aspects of
life in the metropolis, and subsequent idealization of rural life. If the
urban worker was seen as an impersonal cog in a large bureaucratic
system, devoid of affective ties to his fellow man, and this was a new
development, then the traditional farmer must have been charac-
terized by the opposite. In absence of comparative data, the disturb-
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ing aspects of urban society led to retrospective characterizations of
rural society which were essentially reverse images of that which was
seen as pathological in the city.

Another factor which helps to account for what are here sug-
gested as being distorted views of past rural society has to do with the
criteria used to assess differentiation among people. As stated, idyllic
descriptions of traditional rural society stress affective orientations of
a positive nature, such as neighborliness and friendliness. This im-
plies a relative absence of differentiation in a hierarchical sense. Now,
in an industrial society, the whole idea of social structure and the
individual's position or chances of achieving a particular position
in that structure, are inextricably interwoven with activity in the
economy. In a subsistence context, in which activity in the economy
is by definition less differentiated, it is to be expected that differences
among people with respect to occupation, income, and other eco-
nomically related variables will be minor. A common conclusion
derived from the foregoing is that the traditional rural society was not
characterized by any substantial differentiation of a hierarchical na-
ture, except for certain inherited differences such as membership in a
particular family. Such a conclusion may be valid, but the evidence
is far from conclusive.

The possibility of error stems from the failure to distinguish be-
tween hierarchical aspects of social structure, as such, and the value
basis for hierarchical ordering at any given point in time. A relative
absence of economically based differences in a subsistence-oriented
society only specifies the obvious and tends to draw attention away
from possible differentiation on other grounds and thus from com-
petition and conflict closely related to differentiation, again excluding
from consideration inherited differences.

The gesellschaft and rational economic action
About the time that Toennies' gemeinschaft-gesellschaft typology

appeared in English translation, a few social scientists started to have
serious second thoughts about the urban society which had been
viewed as a quite novel and more or less pathological manifestation of
man's social life. Anthropologists studying social relationships in a
large factory were surprised to find among workers close personal rela-
tionships which were not part of the formal organizational scheme. In
some instances, the relationships were inimical to the rational produc-
tion process, which had supposedly eliminated such kinds of relation-
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ships from modern society (21). Urban sociologists were beginning to
raise questions about the supposed absence of intimate, face-to-face
contacts among people living near one another in the metropolis (18).
More recently, students of the family have begun to revise prevailing
ideas about the disappearance of the extended family in an urban
society (11).

In general, contemporary sociologists have become more cautious
than their immediate forebears in ascribing impersonal and coldly
rational action patterns to modern, urban man. Granted that some
change in the nature of human relationships has taken place in the
process of urbanization, the change is probably less radical and com-
plete than had been supposed.

One of the most pervasive influences on contemporary thought
about man's reactions to incentives of various kinds is the work of
Thorstein Veblen (25). His "The Theory of Leisure Class" was pub-
lished just before the turn of the 20th Century and in a gradual and
fairly subtle way has influenced not only economic thought but the
social sciences in general (25). Many of Veblen's specific ideas are
of lesser interest in the present context than are his broad questions
about the supposed rationality of action in the economic sphere in
modern society. By arguing that display of possessions was an im-
portant incentive for at least part of society, Veblen was in agree-
ment with general thought about the greater impersonality of human
relationships in modern society. But he was sharply at variance with
those who claimed to recognize a shift to direct and rational response
to the possibility of maximizing financial gain.

Veblen was also inclined to idealize past societal forms, but by
raising basic questions about the society of his own time, he stimulated
much questioning of the somewhat mechanistic models widely used
to assess it. With specific reference to the gesellschaft construct, it
can be said that the raising of questions about man's rationality in
economic pursuits has a very salutary effect, providing a way of re-
fining the construct.

A given construct or model, such as Toennies' gesellschaft con-
struct, is not intended to be and should not be an exact reflection of
the real world. The utility of the model lies in its providing a point of
reference with which the real world in all its complexity can be com-
pared. Deviations from the fixed point of reference permit arranging
data from the real world. There must, however, be some objective
probability that the various elements in the model could be found
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in the real world. Otherwise, the model loses its value as a reference
point. If the gesellschaft model and our concepts of modern society
in general are tempered by inclusion of incentives other than maximiza-
tion of profit, the model corresponds somewhat more closely to the
real world and its utility as a point of reference is thereby increased.

To the extent that conceptualizations of contemporary society
can be clarified, it also becomes possible to reconstruct past states of
society with greater clarity. Granted that reconstruction of the past
in terms of mirror-images of the presentis a perilous procedure, the
fact is that detailed knowledge of the past is lacking. Reconstruction
of "what was" will have to depend heavily on knowledge of "what is,"
therefore the possibility of blind spots and distortions in the "mirror"
is of the first order of importance.

Suggested Conceptual Revisions

The immediate problem is to gain a greater degree of insight into the
workings of those segments of society involved in a subsistence ap-
proach to agriculture. The low-production and low-income farmer in
some sections of the United States, as well as peasant farmers in many
other parts of the world, are ordinarily viewed as carriers of an older
tradition. Starting with the obvious absence of a rational approach to
economic objectives, the existing conceptual descriptions of traditional
rural society tend to specify only the incentives which are not opera-
tive. Unless one assumes that traditional society functioned with no
more than the minimum incentives necessary for maintenance of life
and was therefore static (a position true only in a relative sense), the
conventional views of traditional society are of little help in dealing
with the low-income situation.

The practical objective behind all of this discussion is that change
must be encouraged. A wealthy society will not tolerate poverty in
some of its segments and an underdeveloped society is oriented toward
increasing agricultural production as a key element in its general
development. If one assumes some degree of dynamism in a traditional
rural society (and logic demands that one must), then an understand-
ing of that dynamism makes a great deal of sense if further change is
to be introduced.

Conspicuous consumption and conspicuous giving
C. J. Erasmus, a cultural anthropologist, recently published a
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study in which he modified and extended some of Veblen's ideas (2).
He suggests one important dynamic theme which may explain the
relative lack of emphasis on pursuit of economic gain and at the same
time provide a key to the understanding of change in the traditional
rural society.

Erasmus begins with the familiar idea that the accumulation and
display of material goods can be a powerful incentive to economic
achievement. The basis for such an incentive, he argues, lies in the
common human need for man to differentiate himself from his fellows,
to be recognized, and to maximize his standing in society. From this
point of view, rational economic activity is a means to competitive
accumulation and display of goods and command over services; the
desire for economic gain is seen as relevant to the broader objective
of maximizing prestige.

Erasmus argues that in the traditional society, on the other hand,
the same basic human need for recognition is also operative but in a
different form. Given severe limitations on the availability of durable
goods, the desire for differentiation may take the form of competitive
distribution of the goods that are available. In subsistence terms, food
and shelter may be shared on a competitive basis, as paradoxical as this
may sound. Prevailing ideas about hospitality, generosity, and so on,
as characteristics of the traditional rural society, are here viewed
from a different perspective. It suggests that recognition may be
derived from such sharingthat prestige can be enhanced by giving
at this elementary level. Human relationships may be emphasized not
only as ends in themselves but as means to further ends and, beyond
this, may be actively manipulated in order to maximize prestige.

The idea of conspicuous giving as an element of traditional rural
society has substantial implications for the functioning of an economy.
First, in terms of direct incentives to maximize production, the items
which are shared may be of such a nature as to effectively place a
ceiling on production. Many foods, for example, are sufficiently
perishable so that even a strong emphasis on direct sharing would not
necessarily prompt an individual to achieve high food production,
since the foods could not be held long enough to permit other than
limited, immediate distribution. And second, the functioning of any
incentive involves a psychological aspecta direct relationship be-
tween individual feeling states and objectives for actionand a closely
related social aspect. Human beings respond to the expectations of
others. Accounts of traditional rural societies contain many references
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to expectations that hospitality be extended, for example, as well as
reference to negative sanctions regarding accumulation of scarce
goods (26). These societal sanctions, both positive and negative, serve
to impose a ceiling on production levels.

Returning to contemporary industrial society, the effect of others'
expectations in this case is to reinforce an emphasis on accumulation
and consumption. The accent in modern society is on emulation of
those who have maximum access to goods and services, while negative
sanctions are applied to those who have least. Wealth, not poverty,
describes the blessed state. The key variable in this entire scheme is
the gradual accumulation of knowledge over time and the eventual
application of that knowledge in mastering the natural environment,
which in turn results in progressively greater availability of durable
goods. As material culture proliferates, man is able to accumulate
goods to an increasing extent. Expansion in the material realm per-
mits his desire to maximize profits and consume conspicuously to be-
come operative, and thus the possibility of emulating such patterns
becomes real. In the relative absence of durable goods, as indicated
above, the same basic desire to maximize social standing has an op-
posite economic effect, tending to limit productive activity.

Conspicuous giving and low-income farmers
The idea of conspicuous giving is appealing because it provides

one possible key to an understanding of traditional rural societies or
subgroups within such a society, going beyond the negative assump-
tion that incentives for action are simply lacking. Although as yet
there is slim evidence that an emphasis on giving of available goods,
time, or advice is an important means of achieving prestige in tradi-
tional rural society or in contemporary vestiges (the low-production,
low-income farming complex) of such a society it can be said that
available data do not deny the suggested possibility.

Reference has already been made to evidence of generosity,
hospitality, and neighborliness in accounts of traditional societies.
Such references could be repeated at great length. With tbe excep-
tion of some data from primitive societies, however, the possibility
that such generous acts might stem from other than altruistic motives
has not been explored (2). As in the explication of the gemeinschaft
construct, social relationships are described as ends in themselves
rather than as means to some further objectivein this case, prestige.
Illustrations of conspicuous sharing, such as the elaborate dishes per-
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pared for and consumed at a rural church social gathering, could be
cited at great length also, but illustrating the plausibility of a hypo-
thesis is still a long way from testing that hypothesis. More direct
evidence is needed.

There is also substantial evidence that negative sanctions were
applied to those who attempted to accumulate wealth in the tradi-
tional rural setting. James Mickel Williams argued that this stemmed
from a recognition of man's common lot in a relatively hostile en-
vironment, thus making it consistent with the stress on social relation-
ships as ends in themselves (26). In effect a latent predisposition to
accumulate wealth is seen as released when some rural people gradu-
ally moved to the city and were no longer subject to the restrictive
rural social environment. Williams' argument is not radically different
from a number of other accounts stressing equalitarianism as one
aspect of a general emphasis on social relationships as ends in them-
selves. As is so often the case, the same evidence could be interpreted
from a different perspective, in this case fitting easily into the general
argument that human relationships may also have been valued as
means to further ends, not only as ends in themselves.

The conclusion after poring over existing scanty data is, however,
that no direct test of the existence or importance of conspicuous giving
and its economic implications is available at present. The ideas which
have been described offer one possible answer to the general question
as to what motivates the low-income, low-production farmer of Penn-
sylvania or elsewhere. If his objective is to maximize his standing in
the particular group of which he is a part by actively manipulating
social relationships through extending hospitality or neighborly acts,
then his apparent lack of interest in adoption of new production tech-
niques begins to make sense. From an analytical point of view, the
researcher at least does not need to equate failure to act in an economi-
cally rational manner with complete nonrationality.

Implications
Suggestions for conceptual revision cannot provide much assist-

ance in problem solution until the ideas are tested against data from
the real world. One of the most promising and inherently interesting
areas for sociological research lies in the possibility of social stratifica-
tion having noneconomic (and noninherited) dimensions under some cir-
cumstances. Current definitions of social class are understandably
loaded with variables central to the functioning of the modern econ-
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orny, but these same definitions may serve to obscure an extremely im-
portant structural dimension in a substence-oriented society. Cer-
tainly such structural factors as inherited family status are important,
but there is no reason to believe that other factorsnot inherited and
open to achievement on a competitive basismay not be operative
under some circumstances. Of greatest interest in the present context
would be the possibility of direct manipulation of social relationships
as an important determinant of social standing.

If further study were to support the position that apparent em-
phasis on social relationships as ends in themselves in traditional rural
societies is questionable, and that such relationships are in some sub-
stantial way means to further ends, the implications for action pro-
grams to bring about economic development are substantial. A rather
pervasive policy implication is that direct provision of means to eco-
nomic ends (in some contexts called technical assistance) may not be
the best procedure. The implication is that change in the prevailing
prestige determinants would have to come about first, with a sub-
sequent increase in importance of financial incentives. This argument,
if valid, is consistent with the position that goods and services must
be made available if people are to be expected to increase production
and profits. The availability of goods, of course, assumes a complex
distribution system, which in turn depends on adequate transporta-
tion and communication. The ramifications are many, all tending to
stress the importance of rather indirect approaches to bringing about
increases in production.

It might be argued that today's low-production and low-income
farmer lives in the midst of an industrial society and has all manner
of goods available to him and that he therefore should have responded
by increasing his production lev r,! if the ideas suggested have merit.
Some increase in production level has taken place, of course, and per-
haps for the reasons suggested, but the fact remains that productive
activity has not reached desired levels. The answer to the puzzle
probably lies in the realm of physical availability of goods and serv-
ices versus their psychological availability. Without going into detail
on this important point, it can be said that a desire to emulate, for
example, does not become fully operative until the object of emula-
tion rather well known. The familiar "keeping up with the Joneses"
Implies that the Joneses are one's neighbors, they are known, and their
achievements can be emulated. A further implication for action pro-
grams then may be that mere physical availability of goods and serv-
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ices is not enough. The possibility of actually acquiring such goods
may have to be demonstrated, to say the least. The ramifications in
terms of blown merchandising and credit procedures offer ample
food for thought in this regard.
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Digest
This report is concerned with chronic poverty in agriculture and sum-
marizes data from a low-income area in Fayette County, Pa. Its pur-
pose is to identify some major differences among low-income farmers,
and delineate that group which seems to represent the real core of
the persistently poor. The bulk of the report then follows with an
attempt to understand this core grouping. The very persistence of low
income in certain areas suggests that conventional treatments of the
problem are far from adequate. For that reason some conceptual re-
visions are suggested which may prove useful in gaining greater in-
sight into chronic poverty.

The first four sections of the report are a general introduction to
the study and three sections which summarize data obtained from 189
farm operators in 1957. These materials specify at least some of the
great diversity among farmers who are included in the general low-
income category. Five main categories of individuals stand out, with
roughly equal proportions of respondents falling into each category:

(i) The aged. Many respondents included in the study were at
or near retirement age. It seemed advisable to treat such respondents
separately from the point of view of income needs and potential for
increasing income, should an increase be deemed desirable.

(ii) The physically handicapped. Limited data made it difficult
to clearly establish the nature and extent of physical handicaps among
sample farm operators. It seemed clear, however, that a substantial
proportion of respondents bad handicaps which limited their pro-
ductive potential, at least in the short run. With respect to both the
aged and the handicapped it seems likely that conventional welfare
programs would be more appropriate and more likely to achieve some
success than would programs aimed directly at economic development.

(iii) The farm operator primarily oriented to nonfarm oppor-
tunities. Some respondents who were of working age and not physi-
cally handicapped, and who gave evidence of trying to capitalize on
opportunities to increase their earnings, also gave evidence of seeing
their greatest opportunities in nonfarm occupations. This is to be
expected and is of immediate importance only to the extent that it
points to the need for linking general economic development pro-
grams and programs concentrating on agriculture.

(iv) The farm operator oriented to commercial agriculture. This
is the least problematical category in the context of contemporary
agriculture, most willing and most able to benefit from programs that
provide technical and material resources to increase productivity.

(v) The farm operator oriented to subsistence agriculture. Some
respondents who were definitely corn- Continued on inside back cover
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mitted to a future in agriculture gave little evidence of adapting their
farming operations to a changing economy. They can best be de-
scribed as subsistence oriented, with the implication that action pro-
grams designed to increase productivity might have little meaning for
them.

The last two sections of the report are devoted to the subsistence-
oriented farmer, the category which seems to be least well understood.
Given the fact that subsistence agriculture, perhaps a satisfactory way
of life in the past, is radically inconsistent with the patterns of con-
temporary industrial society, the apparent orientation to an out-moded
way of life was seen as characterizing a core of low-income farmers who
would probably not respond to either welfare or economic development
efforts and thus would perpetuate conditions of poverty.

If the contemporary subs15tence-oriented farmer can be viewed
as retaining certain traditional values, while having lost many tradi-
tional subsistence skills, then it becomes important to understand what
these traditional values are if change is to be brought about. Accepted
modes of thought in this regard tend to characterize traditional rural
values in negative terms, as the absence of those key values which
facilitate understanding of the dynamics of contemporary society. If
rural society in the past had been completely static this would be
sufficient, but such is not the case. Social change is hardly a recent
invention, although rate of change may be increasing over time.

If commercial success is not highly valued, then it is not enough
to simply note the fact and then proceed to ignore it in trying to
stimulate greater agricultural efficiency and productivity. The present
report suggests that an important element in a low-income social
setting may be an emphasis on human relationships. It is suggested
that human relationships may be fostered and manipulated, not only
as ends in themselves, but as a means to achievement of prestige in
that situation. The traditional rural emphasis on neighborliness and
friendliness, from this point of view, may be important in understand-
ing what it is that a subsistence-oriented farmer is trying to achieve.

Action programs designed to maximize profit will have little
meaning for the low-income farmer if he is oriented to maximizing
prestige by giving of his time and energy as well as his resources to
his friends and neighbors. The implication is that it may be necessary
to change a prestige orientation based on giving to one based on ac-
cumulation and consumption if modern technology and management
is to be accepted and the cycle of poverty broken.


